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ABSTRACT:
This paper looks at building diversity and inclusivity into regionalism by Pacific feminist civil society. To explore the role of regional spaces
in the Pacific in addressing the shrinking spaces of feminist civil society at the global level, this paper takes a deep dive into the role of the
Inaugural Pacific Feminist Forum (PFF) in building alliances and generating a regional voice for Pacific feminists. The PFF, which took place
in 2016 in Suva, Fiji, brought together over 100 women from 13 different countries in the Pacific region. The paper outlines how this forum was
designed, how participants perceived it, and what it achieved. Empirically, it draws on a document analysis of the Pacific Feminist Charter and
over 20 interviews with participants and organisers of the forum, and a young women’s focus group conducted in Fiji in 2016. A close analysis
of this material suggests that the PFF offered a crucial space for Pacific women to take a more coordinated and structured approach to their
collective action at the regional level. Furthermore, my analysis suggests that the Forum gave rise to the emergence of Pacific feminism as
a ‘project identity’ – which is a temporal coming together under shared ‘interests’ rather than shared ‘identity’ for the purposes of crafting
a regional voice for advocacy regardless of different understandings of feminism. The paper discusses the meaning of project identity for
establishing regional alliances, and identifies the lessons learnt from the study of the PFF as a collective space advancing Pacific feminism
despite various differences and disagreements among the participants.
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INTRODUCTION
On 28 November 2016, over 100 women from 13 different countries in the Pacific region came together as part of the Inaugural Pacific
Feminist Forum (PFF) in Suva, Fiji. The purpose of this forum was to build alliances and a regional voice for Pacific feminists. The forum raised
all types of identity-related questions: what does it mean to be a feminist, to be from the Pacific, and the intersection of both identities. This
paper looks at the role of the PFF in generating regional voice in the face of various identity differences by focusing on how it was designed,
how participants perceived it, and what it achieved.
In recent years, feminist activists have been facing significant backlash and spaces for social movement mobilisation at the global level are
shrinking (Bonisteel & Green, 2005; Della Porta, 2013). Several scholars have rightly argued that this is especially evident for developing
countries (Wood, 2016) which includes the Pacific Small Island States and has repercussions for civil society sustainability (Della Porta,
2013; Pratt, 2016). Without meaningful channels for political participation in national politics, and shrinking spaces at the global level, social
movement actors globally are being excluded, pushed to the margins, stopped from reaching protest zones and searching for alternative
institutions (Della Porta, 2013). Pacific feminists are increasingly interacting with regional peers and I sought to see what evidence there is of
Pacific feminists at the forefront of the creation of new spaces to talk and be heard regionally so that this might amplify Pacific feminist voices
for change globally.
Against this backdrop, this paper explores the role of structured forums in building alliances among Pacific feminist organisations and grassroots activists and for generating a regional feminist voice focusing on the example of PFF. The interest in the potential for collective action
at the regional level is also set in the context of the renewed focus on regionalism in the Pacific. The New Framework for Pacific Regionalism
(PIFS, 2014) made it clear that “regionalism is not just about geography and economics; it is also about the governance of a region that is,
collectively, under increasing strain, and whose societies are experiencing new vulnerabilities” (PIFS, 2017, p. 3). As various commentators
(Slatter, 2015; Taylor, 2015) and scholars note, in recent years the tide is turning with the need for a rethink on Pacific regionalism (Bryar &
Naupa, 2017) which makes the questions this paper explores topical and timely.
In this paper, I consider the role of structured forums in the Pacific region in generating and amplifying regional feminist voice. I am particularly
interested in the capacity of such forums to include and accommodate diverse feminist voices across the region, and the prospects of
developing ‘a shared vision’ on gender equality to ground action in all areas including ending violence against women and lesbian, bisexual,
trans (LBT) people, leadership and participation in decision-making and equal opportunities.
The spotlight on regional feminist forums so far has focussed on Asia, Latin America, Europe and Africa. These are reflective spaces to discuss
strengths gaps and development of a regional collective to advance women’s rights. The aim is to link the voices of the most marginalised
women to the highest level of policy making including the UN. For example, a global South regional forum based in Asia ‘builds leadership
and capacity of groups, organisations, activists and other actors in the field of human rights and economic justice to promote women’s rights
and establishes links and fosters collaborations’ (PWESCR Concept Paper, 2009).
The Asia Pacific Feminist Forum is styled as a ‘participatory event bringing feminists from ‘Asia-Pacific’1 but is perceived by the very few
Pacific participants who do attend as very Asia-dominated and marginalising the experiences of Pacific women (“Feedback loop”, PFF
Facebook page 10/9/17). Scholars have also identified that Asia-Pacific forums did not adequately cover Pacific-specific concerns and noted
Pacific women’s concerns were overlooked or downplayed in broader Asia-Pacific regional debates on gender issues. (George, 2013) and
PFF participant observation, Day 1 2016. These other forums can offer guidance on the potential of feminist forums generally but are not
Pacific-specific.
Empirically, this paper draws on over 20 interviews with participants and organisers of the PFF, a focus group with 5 young Fijian women,
interviews with regional institutions and regional donors, my participatory observations during the Pacific Feminist Forum in Suva, Fiji in 2016,
and a close analysis of the documents produced before and during the forum, such as the Charter for Pacific Feminism.
1 See www.apwld.org.
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The paper is structured in 6 sections. It begins with the machinery of the Forum as a face-to-face dialogue, and provides a descriptive
explanation of who was invited, why and by whom it was created, and what it covered (Section 1). It then moves to the Forum design
emphasising the design features developed to broaden the participation in forum discussions (Section 2). This is followed by in-depth analysis
of the interviews conducted with the forum organisers and participants on the role of the PFF in building alliances across difference (Section
3). In Section 4, I consider the publicly announced outcome of a Pacific Feminist Charter of Pacific feminist actions and discuss its meaning for
the development of the feminist civil society movement in the Pacific region. In section 5, I outline the lessons learnt the study of the Pacific
Feminist Forum as a collective space advancing Pacific feminism. Finally, in section 6 I consider some of the challenges faced in sustaining
alliances built through the PFF.
Overall my analysis shows that PFF facilitated the emergence of a ‘project identity’ that is a temporal coming together under a common
banner, reflecting differences rather than getting bogged down by them, for the purposes of crafting a regional voice for advocacy regardless
of different understandings of feminism.

1. THE BACKGROUND AND CONTEXT TO THE PACIFIC FEMINIST FORUM (PFF)
The purpose of the Forum as stated in the Program was to ‘share stories, map journeys and build the feminist movement in the Pacific’ (Pacific
Feminist Forum Program, 2016). It was initiated and managed by a diverse steering committee and described in the Program as a civil society
space of collaboration, respect, diversity, intersectionality, intergenerational leadership and activism (Pacific Feminist Forum Program, 2016).
The forum lasted for three days and covered a range of issues women face in national and regional spaces such as feminist resourcing and funding,
coalition building, legal gender recognition, realities of organising, and building movements, and navigating diversity. The forum also identified
and addressed the issues about building collective regional voice which can be exercised in relation to transnational and regional governmental
processes. Of particular interest given my research focus was a session on Pacific feminist civil society-led research (on day 3) and the session
focusing on the realities of organising and building women’s movements in the Pacific region (Pacific Feminist Forum Program, 2016). In this
session the organisers encouraged participants to build their capacity, tell their own stories through research projects and take control of what is
researched about the Pacific. The reason for this was that authentic stories and diverse experiences would be represented whereas currently they
felt they were not being told. They were transparent about their own efforts to skill themselves up to do this.

Figure 1: PFF participants, Suva November 2016, Facebook, last accessed 10 May 2018
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The Pacific Feminist Forum was pulled together by a diverse range of women’s organisations who stated that their common aspiration was
convening a Forum for celebrating Pacific feminism and strengthening the regional networks for a stronger voice on important issues (PFF
Program). This was underpinned by the idea of ‘transformative feminist change’ facilitated by a dynamic (that is evolving, fluid, active) movement
(Pacific Feminist Forum Program, 2016) established to identify common issues of concern and a collective way forward in addressing those issues.
The transformative expectation associated with the PFF was that it sought to offer a space for feminists, women human rights defenders and
advocates (shown in Figure 1) to regroup, learn, share challenges, forge new relationships among activists. and strengthen existing ones. They
hoped that joining forces with all diversities including age, sexuality, and geography could create new and transformative alliances.
The steering group reflected this organisational and personal diversity. That is, it was made up of a youth led trans group, called the Haus of
Khameleon, Fiji Women’s Rights Movement, Diverse Voices and Action (DIVA) for Equality, Bold Alliance and the Pacific Young Women’s
Leadership Alliance. Beyond the steering group, other partners included the University of the South Pacific, We Rise Coalition, IWDA,
FEMLink, Westpac, Pacific Women Shaping Pacific Development, Australia High Commission, UNDP, APWLD, and the Swedish International
Development Cooperation Agency. These partners are a mix of private sector, academic institutions, government, civil society organisations,
Australian based or Asia Pacific or Pacific islands based and focussed. The only Pacific government officials present were Australian which
reflects the comments made in interviews that Australian government officials bypass the state to support Pacific women’s organisations directly
(interview #33, Canberra 2017).
In what follows, I first outline the key design features of this forum paying attention to the selection of participants, participatory repertoires, focus
on identity formation and network generation. I will then focus on the ways participants experienced the forum, its outcomes, and its capacity to
build and further regional alliances among feminists in the Pacific region.

2. THE FORMAT AND FOCUS OF THE PACIFIC FEMINIST FORUM
Attendance was mediated through a selection process. Applications were due three months before the forum date. It was advertised on social
media and by word of mouth. Letters of endorsement were required and in my case my thesis supervisor wrote about my research focus on
feminist civil society organisations in the Pacific region and innovative ways to enhance the efforts to achieve gender equality.
Thematic organisation was exhibited in the panel design with grouped themes each day. As shown in Table 1, on day 1 the overall theme was
‘where have we been where are we going’, day 2 was designed for ‘provoking and proposing’, and day 3 was designed for ‘building strong
Pacific feminist movements’.
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Day

Thematic focus

Simultaneous session topics

Day 1

Pacific feminism; where have we been, where Coming Home: A Pacific Welcoming for Pacific Feminists. Setting the Scene;
are we going?
Pacific Feminist Voices from Near and Far, Pacific Women ‘Talanoa’ - What
is “Pacific Women Shaping Pacific Development?”; We Rise: Bold ideas,
alliances and collective action in Coalition building; Charting a Feminist Way
Forward; Celebrating Young Feminists

Day 2

Women human rights
provoking and proposing

Day 3

Building Strong Pacific Feminist Movements

defenders

day; Celebrating Women Human Right’s Defenders Day with a Feminist
Knowledge Building Circle; ‘Legal Gender Recognition: Making the Links:
Trans Feminist Reflections for the Pacific ; ‘Pacific Feminist Civil Society Led
Research – Lessons Learnt from Building the Road as we walk it’; Feminist
Learning Circle and Listening;
Realities of Organising as Feminists in Rural and remote Pacific SIDS;
Building a feminist movement through communications: Navigating Diversity
Storytelling; Deliberations over the Pacific Feminist Charter; Launch of the
2016 Pacific Feminist Charter
Feminist; The Pacific Feminist Charter - accepted and endorsed.

Table 1 PFF Session topics – from PFF Program obtained PFF Day 1, November 2016.

The design was in part knowledge-sharing to enhance the skill set of participants. The organisers also sought to create an empowering
environment where knowledges were built upon. Key design features of the Forum were a focus on regional identity rather than a countryspecific discussion, use of diverse repertoires and a focus on network generation and re-generation. Each of these will now be analysed in turn.
2.1. The Focus on Regional Feminist Identity
The title of Pacific Feminist was given to the Forum. This may have been copying other feminist forums in other regions similarly styled
including the European Feminist Forum and the African Feminist Forum as flagged in the introduction to this paper. However, it was also a
political act as feminism is a contested term in the Pacific, sometimes labelled a western term or a hangover from colonisation (Marsh, 1998).
Through the wearing of the Pacific feminist t-shirts at the forum the wearers identified themselves as Pacific feminists. Asking participants
what was meant by this generated comments ranging from their self-identification with feminism to it being a new title for them and unsure
of what it meant and new to the Pacific. The t-shirt images have also appeared at other Forums and in social media, worn by those who were
not present, so they are exchanged, and new actors then take on and reinforce the collective ‘identity’.
2.2. Use of Diverse Participatory Repertoires- Performative Expression
The Forum displayed innovative design broader than the typical panel or plenary. For example, along with panels, roundtables and keynotes
speeches, the forum participants employed pluralistic forms of expression, such as through posters, dance, chants and art - elsewhere styled as
‘artivism’ (Msimanga & Nijenhuis, 2017). The Forum used music, drums, spoken word poetry, drag performance, lip synching, readings, open
microphone, guitars, drums, protest songs, and call and response. This ensured a much wider opportunity for all voices to be heard, rather than
reliance on the usual presentation styles.
Further it used many different forms of participation. In a World Café style workshop, new to me but covered previously by scholars (Carson,
2011), discussion points and questions were assigned to each table. Facilitators encouraged us to answer the question then choose another
table. Participants moved between tables to discuss various topics. By moving several times, participants had multiple opportunities to have a
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say on a variety of topics and meet other participants and hear more stories. This also gave the greatest opportunity for the greatest number
of people talking about the greatest number of topics as it happened simultaneously and in parallel, and voice was not limited to the chosen
panel presenters.
Another facilitated session was youth-led by very young girls – some as young as 12 and 13. They were confident, organised, creative facilitators.
They ran theatre-style workshops where identified issues were discussed then acted out like a ‘play’. This permitted many voices and various
performative expressions beyond voice to be included. Theatrical skits were then used as conversation prompts and team-building. Another
workshop lined the walls with decade timelines of key feminist moments, generated by participants who added their own experiences on
cut-outs of girls. This enabled the breadth of lived experience to be illustrated and inform discussion and understanding (Observation, Day
2, 29.11.16).
The open mic space was a space for non-plenary style presentations. For example, young women presented slam poetry in which the anger at
not being permitted by society to be in control of her own body, own freedom, own sexuality or own identity was very raw, and the audience
reacted and got on board with her passion. Trans women also used this space for performance and political commentary about identity,
freedoms and being true to one’s self.
The design of the Forum was strategic in addressing the hardest parts or barriers upfront in one of the first sessions (program) using a woven
mat and diverse actors to outline their struggles. This was a practical illustration of the power of circle deliberation which has been described
in scholarship from other sites (Lee, 2014). The feminist knowledge circle dialogue offered a platform for inclusion and was not for one party
to impose ideas on the other, just to see ideas afresh and was as much about revealing difference as striving for a kind of unity (Walsh, 2007,
p. 55). All participants in the circle were chosen to flag different angles and different starting points.
2.3. Use of traditional, culturally relevant participatory practice; pandanus mat
A focus on practice in my case study (Cook & Wagenaar, 2012) – from the mundane to the significant – allowed me to unpack assumptions
in my participant observation and in my analysis of findings. For example, the closing dinner was not just a social occasion after the hard work
had been done but an observational site. I noted who sat with whom, how mingled between courses, the inclusion of the Fijian young women
who hadn’t otherwise been present, the performances, the dancing and the styles of dancing and the joy. As well as a closing event it was
also the chance to celebrate the 30th anniversary of the Fiji women’s rights movement so was a story of reliance showing that feminism in the
Pacific did have a long tail and was accumulating knowledge and experience.
The organisers of the program acknowledged that feminists needed a collective space to strengthen and re-energise. They saw the
geographical divide, and socio- economic realities, the hardships with islands distant and resources scarce making physical solidarity efforts
more difficult. Thus the forum was designed to push forward and allowed for compact but intense mobilisation over 3 days.
In the service of a feminist run forum – by which I mean a room of equals without the enforcement of hierarchy – the organisers strove to
adopt a practice with limited resort to intervention by a chair into discussions. This practice was the aim from the outset but was reinforced
as the proceedings went on and others took it up. For example, the session on Pacific feminist civil society-led research was described on the
program as a feminist learning circle and listening room, not limited to talk as a means of interacting with one another but also the practice
of listening. Nor did this circle focus just on the successes but also drew on the mistakes and challenges as part of the learning journey and
was openly labelled as such in the program. The trans women were easy to break in with – to the point of even giving me some of their
supplied breakfasts as mine was not supplied - perhaps recognising an outsider on the part of both of us. Less easy were the organisers but
they were extremely time-poor and so it was more a case of introducing myself with a request to follow them up at a later date. However they
are truly transnational activists who move from one forum to another so trying to catch them is difficult. This underscores the importance of
strengthening the movement to minimise burnout and create succession plans and the next generation of Pacific feminists.
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The experience of the Forum as a site of intense sharing binds the community as we were there together, working, living, eating, sleeping for
the period, cut off from our other lives. There was a sense of ‘ours’ not individual. This was part of the design too - the keynote speaker spoke
of the collective history or ‘herstory’ rather than her own accomplishments, and all sessions were panel illustrating the power of the collective
rather than shining a light on individuals.
The practice of the forum was conducted with a view to sharing knowledge, opening up the space for more voices. I focused particularly on the
practice of the forum, seeing practice as mechanisms for creating shared vision in diversity. The charter allowed for the finding or generating
stability in that is it set down a series of areas where feminists could agitate for change. Mundane and routine elements are often unnoticed
but deliberate attention paid to such aspects of the forum revealed some potential insights. For this I relied on Nicolini’s practice of zooming
in and zooming out (Nicolini, 2009). Zooming in to the minutiae of organising the forum revealed careful and innovative design. Zooming out
to see the bigger picture of the overall product revealed momentum for change in the Pacific regarding women’s rights promotion.
Practices occur within specific times, places and contexts; background factors are significant to our understandings and explanations (Cook
& Wagenaar, 2012, p. 5). The background against which the Forum was organised includes: trans exclusion; criminalisation of abortion and
LGBTI; rejection of sexual orientation language in regional and global documents; shrinking spaces for feminist voices and civil society; a new
push for regionalism in the Pacific; and new money from donor governments for gender equality. The common identity of coming from the
Pacific gave a common background from which to launch discussions. The opening included the garlanding as is a traditional welcome to
participants. The opening dance was performed by a modern Pacific dance company which may have been a way to foreground that times
and customs change, and the need to be open to moving with the times and coming up with new interpretations of culture.
The involvement of lesbian and trans women was new to some but the basis of some other people’s advocacy over a lifetime. By spending
time with one another, sharing hurts as well as hopes, relationships were built person to person which would have overcome some of the
religious concern some communities face to the acceptance of the trans participants (interviews #15 and 34, Suva, November 2016).
Open sharing was part of the practice to lead to movement building so as to enable young feminists to tackle troubling issues and yet
sustain through energising, uplifting interactions. The Forum aimed to transcend barriers and be inclusive of young, disabled, diverse sexual
orientation, older women in hands on decision making. The organisers foresaw a ‘booming voice’ of Pacific women collectively speaking for
themselves and their countrywomen. (Pacific Feminist Forum Program, 2016).
The existence of a pre-existing dynamic relationship between the steering committee through their work locally regionally and globally
allowed the event to come together and their networks reached as many potential participants as possible. The decision to host in Fiji was
one of the conditions of possibility as it is a central transport hub in the Pacific with many flights in and out. Further the women’s movement
is strong in Fiji as a result of the constitutional crisis that occurred there and women mobilising as a result.
The organisers acknowledged the power of creative outlets – for example the ‘tok story’ open mic night was described as ‘music and the arts
have a reach and a pull that can reach many. In the Pacific this is inbuilt into the oral culture of storytelling and knowledge sharing’ (Pacific
Feminist Forum Program, 2016).
One deliberation seated on a pandanus mat was a participatory practice explained as a feminist practice but it also appeared to be a
deliberative practice and a participatory innovation. The women sat in a circle on a woven mat on the floor at the front of the room. They
were observed by the other participants and the session was amplified by a microphone so all in the room could hear the discussion. It was
introduced as a feminist practice as there was no head of the circle. The rules were thus: In the first round the women were invited to speak
their truth – this as in acknowledgement that they may well change their mind later but that this was what they believed now. The second
round is to reflect or expand or extend the analysis of something they had heard said in the first round. After that there was an opportunity for
questions and comments from the wider participatory body who had listened.
This structure meant that each had the opportunity to be heard but also had to actively listen to each other knowing that the second round
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they had to pick up on something that someone else had said. One of the other participants later commented to me that they should have
brought the mat out from the outset as, she said, that is the way that decisions are reached on the Pacific (interview #20, Suva November
2016). It offers an example of an innovative practice worth further investigation that is in fact a tradition tied up with culture and with Pacific
ways of talk.
I found the requirement to listen a particularly interesting one – it contrasts with the usual panel style presentation where each delivered in
turn and there is not often an opportunity for the panellists to reflect on what the other has said as instead it gets thrown open to the floor
for questions.
There was also a storytelling angle to the circle, for example rather than just stating that access to comprehensive sex education is a need for
the Pacific youth, one person in the circle talked of her experience as a teen mum and the reaction she got from her family and her community
(Participant observation, PFF Day 1 28.11.16).
The circle participants were chosen to ensure a full range of voices was teased out, there was a young woman, an older woman, a lesbian
woman, a disabled woman, a woman from an elite background who spoke of her privilege and now her activism. One of the stand-out
moments of this feminist knowledge circle was when the conservative traditional woman from the long-standing indigenous women’s group
invited one of the trans women to come to her next meeting where she said she would welcome her. This was later reflected on by another
participant as one of the moments from the forum she would remember as long as she lived (Participant observation, PFF Day 1 28.11.16).
It was very powerful and – even taking away the potential performative element – was the type of gesture that bringing together women in
solidarity is designed to achieve.
The mat was a significant part of the design of the forum as a breakaway from more staid conference style. Recognition of its significance
in Pacific culture was part of the background of the use of the pandanus mat as detailed earlier in this paper. It is recognisable as a place for
discussion and deliberation. This setting perhaps made possible the invitation from traditional organisation to trans organisation as it is a place
that has always generated discussion and ways forward over difficult issues and is a place that represents the respectful coming together in
the spirit of funding solutions. However, one interviewee felt it should have been used more often at this Forum:
what has been displayed is not even Pacific. I mean today they brought in the mat. They could’ve brought in the mat
yesterday because that is how most of our forums are held in the region. We sit on mats and we discuss our issues
(Interview number 16, Suva 2016).
The mat practice over time served as a background to understanding but was also political as in some Pacific island countries it is the older
men who serve as decision makers so to see feminist claiming the space as decision makers around the mat would also set the tone against
cultural practice
2.4 Focus on Network (Re)generation
The forum was designed to allow spaces for networks to be renewed and formed (Pacific Feminist Forum Program, 2016) There was much
sharing of progress and barriers. Many of the sessions were led by young women. Particular feminist methods were modelled; for example, one
was called a ‘feminist circle on doing feminist led research’. The facilitators explained that this meant they were transparent in their learnings in
order to help others, they opened the circle to all rather than claiming expert status in a hierarchical manner, and ensured a diversity of voices
was heard: young, old, all abilities, different sexualities. They were open to sharing pitfalls, failures, lessons learnt and answering questions.
This opportunity for sharing helped build the networks, solve problems, and empathise, and led to suggestions for self-care and sustaining
difficult work. The forum dialogue was very much about increasing the discussions on diversity. As one respondent noted:
There’s all issues of diversity that is being discussed more and more and being made more visible (Interview #18, Suva
2016).
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The dialogue was styled as a sharing of perspectives rather than a debate. What I observed at the forum was that by using different perspectives,
keeping an open mind and giving enough time, shared understandings developed, and the networks of individuals and organisations grew.
Pacific scholars have pointed out the importance of this in creating connections with one another and fostering future cooperation (Walsh,
2007, p. 46).
The PFF served as a platform for network generation but also for re-generation, because although the PFF was the first specifically ‘Pacific’
specifically ‘feminist’ forum bringing Pacific women together, the efforts of women in the Pacific on gender equality have been present in the
region for some time (but not styled as ‘feminist’)2. The Forum acknowledged this as it placed a thematic emphasis on past struggles and
achievements of Pacific women and paused to acknowledge women human rights defenders. Previous efforts however were dispersed over
different geographies, not centrally co-ordinated and thus confined to the national and local level.
The Pacific Feminist Forum provided an inter-generational space, meaning a space for young and old and in between to share ideas and
speak freely, which was reflected upon by some respondents used to only having the elders speak and young women finding it hard to be
heard (Interview #11). The opening plenary session emphasised that participants as Pacific feminists all faced the common challenge of
transforming power structures, including those within feminist organisations and movements, as well as ‘economic, social, cultural and political
structures’ (UN, 1995).
In light of this, I frame my findings not as emergent or new or beginnings but rather a re-energisation and a strengthening by ending
silos (Interview #18) and building strategic alliances across diversity for greater numbers to amplify the existing activities and civil society
conversations on gender equality. After a hiatus from the activism of the 1960s and 1970s (George, 2004) (and Interview #38, Focus group
#1) the inaugural Pacific Feminist Forum marks a new start – with activities with a deliberate labelling of feminist and with more diversity
acknowledged and represented.
As the forum keynote address by Dr Claire Slatter made clear, some women have been agitating for change in this area for a very long time
but the Forum acts as a juncture or departure point for change due to its paying specific attention to the identity of ‘Pacific feminist’ and
inclusion of multiple diversities including national, cultural, sexual identity and organisational diversities. (Observation Day 1 PFF keynote,
2016). The Pacific Feminist Charter as the outcome document, discussed in more detail in later sections, is designed to provide guidance
from experienced activists to newer activists alike. Much of ensuring its efficacy was based on the experience of what had worked as successful
advocacy over the years and being able to pass this on to a broader audience.

3. ANALYSIS: INCLUSION OF A DIVERSITY OF ACTORS FOR A PACIFIC-WIDE FEMINISM
What role do regional feminist forums such as PFF play in the Pacific? What do participants think about their involvement in such forums and
about the capacity of such regional forums in building alliances across difference, and affecting change at the regional level? In what follows,
I seek to respond to these questions focusing on over 30 interviews I conduced with the participants and the organisers of the PFF.]The
interviews were semi-structured and aimed to elucidate a diversity of views.
Although the Pacific Islands region might look like a homogeneous entity from outside, there are significant differences among these countries,
each reflecting different cultures, histories, and experiences of marginalisation., The Pacific Islands region is commonly defined as the 22
countries and territories that make up the Pacific community, a regional development organisation. The PFF brought together participants
from 13 countries - Fiji, New Caledonia, Marshall Islands, Samoa, Papua New Guinea (PNG), Solomon Islands, Tonga, Tuvalu, Bougainville,
Vanuatu, Kiribati, New Zealand, and Australia.

2 See for example Women speak out! A report of the Pacific Women’s Conference, October 27 - November 2, edited and compiled by Vanessa Griffen,
http://catalogue.nla.gov.au/Record/1405271 accessed 3 May 2017.
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This section will discuss three main findings related to the role the regional feminist forum played in bringing together a diverse group of
women across the Pacific region, bridging their differences, and creating a shared platform for further action on rights advocacy.
3.1. PFF as an Alternative Space for Meeting Like-minded Women and Working Towards a Shared Platform for Action
A key function of the PFF for the most participants was the opportunity it offered to meet other Pacific feminists and form networks and
alliances. The participants emphasised particularly the role of diverse alliances of Pacific women in creating a safe space for dialogue and a
Charter for Pacific Feminism. The PFF was facilitating a space for change and action to be able to express their agenda, currently unmet at
a national or regional level. This role is important especially in contexts where participants lacked the support and resources at national level
to have their voices heard. Reflecting this, a participant from Fiji identified that women who feel unable to get traction from their national
governments can use the benefit of regional level dialogue to find partners, raise concerns and have regional institutions place pressure on
their governments to implement change:
We were reacting to a closed space. We felt restricted, we felt unsafe, but we also felt the need to talk and discuss. It is
not like we weren’t having those discussions, but we wanted to have it in other spaces too. We were just, well, let’s have
another space. (Interview #23).
This suggests that rather than waiting for spaces to open up to be heard, for instance by government actors at national level, and finding
spaces restricted and closing, civil society actors are creating their own spaces:
it gives me the space to feel that I actually have something to give. When I hear other young women also giving their
stories of what they’re doing, and then you hear a story of a young woman, and she’s like I need help, and you go I think
I know how to help her (Interview #11).
In this context, participants particularly emphasised the value of building partnerships. This suggests that coming together to share stories is
an important part of finding connections and identifying points of capability for assistance as it gives a sense of helping one another, rather
than working in isolation.
I learned of the different issues and solutions my sisters from around the world are practising. Most importantly building
partnerships and friendships is something I would dearly treasure (Interview # 40).
The PFF gave Pacific woman a space to be heard and to support one another.
3.2. PFF Offering a Space to Bridge Differences in Order to Build Inclusive Alliances
The PFF focused on generating a shared vision for Pacific feminists. However, finding a shared vision is not equally easy across all topics.
Several participants spoke of the cultural barriers to young women participating in decision-making and leadership. One young interviewee
expressed frustration at older women (not just men) not making space at the table for young women (interview #11). But at the Pacific
Feminist Forum younger women’s participation was unequivocally supported – evidenced through my observation of girls leading the sessions
as young as 12 and reflected upon in interviews:
I thought the engagement of young women in particular, including quite young women, you know those 12 and 13-year
olds, was just fantastic. Just fantastic, and really modelled engagement of a younger generation in an important forum,
and in important roles in ways where they genuinely led the agenda, and got a lot of positive reinforcement, but that
they did superbly at it (Interview # 28).
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In order to build strategic and inclusive alliances and flush out all views that ought to be reflected in the shared vision, the Pacific Feminist
Forum included topics on diversity on its agenda, and a diversity of actors as participants and panellists including young women and girls, trans
women, disabled women, remote, urban, older, more experienced actors and those new to the movement.
It also sought to reflect feminist activism on a broader Pacific footing rather than a largely Fiji-led movement. It has been suggested in
interviews that the diversity of feminist organisations in Fiji could have been behind the leading push by Fiji in embracing diversity in the
women’s movement and opening doors for inclusion and recognition of the heterogeneity of ‘Pacific women’ (interview #38). This was
backed up by another participant:
that has been really led by Fiji Women’s Rights Movement (FWRM), and then individuals within FWRM, and the
genuine inclusion of [DIVA and House of Khameleon as ... allies, and [DIVA] as part of the coalition. You know where
you have the individuals with good personal power and gravitas and contribute their ... outreach activities, it’s really
ingrained in them to seek ... diverse inclusion, and they get ... if there’s any slippage they get reminded by their members,
who are part of that. I think that’s just really ... that’s just really a credit to the thinking and approach and connections of
different individuals that have had an institutional impact, that have sort of changed the organisation (Interview #28).
Some feminists at the PFF are active in organisations and participate at institutional forums already, such as the United Nations Commission
on the Status of Women (CSW) and the Triennial. Others are individual women working at a grassroots level with limited regional and global
outreach. Feminist organising of these individuals and organisations at the PFF was aimed at making strategies, allies and effective networks
for a sustainable movement. It is important to note that the Pacific Feminist forum was a new space for feminist voices, but it was not instantly
harmonious. It made evident the differences throughout the Pacific and the conflicting areas that exist. How do Pacific women navigate their
differences and disagreements in the context of PFF? The diverse viewpoints reflected during the PFF along the road to successfully creating
a shared vision will now be discussed.
Despite the willingness of participants to build a cohesive regional movement, there were significant disagreements on variety of topics
largely emanating from faith concerns. What are the conflicts and disagreements? I looked at how issues and their contested nature affect
the building of alliances. While some topics were easier to get general agreement on such as ‘women’s rights are human rights’ and the
need to protect women’s human rights defenders (observation, PFF, day 1, opening session, 2016), there were significant disagreements on
others. More contested topics were decriminalisation of abortion and rights for sexual orientation and gender identity-related areas, such as
whether advocacy for legal recognition of the third gender ought to be the main focus or amongst several focuses. These disagreements
from observation of reasons given stemmed from due to not having been encountered before, or religious concerns (participant observation,
PFF, Day 3, 2016). Observation of the deliberations revealed concerns about how faith and feminism sit together with the religious teachings
against abortion guiding some to initially say they could not support this aspect of the charter in draft. Reflecting this, one interviewee noted
the difficulty of pressing these issues with her national legislature. She expressed concerns over:
Supporting the charter sections or sections that talk about lesbians or gays, if I bring that charter back home, nobody
will support it because of that key issues. Also, with the abortion provision (Interview #34 and observation of charter
negotiation, day 3, PFF, 2016).
During the group discussions trying to finalise the Charter on day three of the PFF, there were two major points of contestation amongst
participants: (i) decriminalisation of abortion and (ii) inclusion of trans rights and how these areas of advocacy should be worded in the
Charter. These issues were respectfully discussed, and drafting changes were made to accommodate concerns in order to reach a shared
vision that could be owned by the group. The negotiation of the Charter was an opening to weed out objections to such claims. For example,
the longest deliberation was regarding abortion decriminalisation. Abortion has been a controversial issue in the Pacific, with some countries
imposing criminal sanctions (Chetty & Faleatua, 2015; Latu, 2017; White, Mann, & Larkan, 2017). In response to participants raising women’s
safety concerns as a basis for not wanting to include provisions on abortion, Pacific women were able to explain that not decriminalising
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means women are less safe as they seek unsafe procedures. Another participant explained that decriminalisation made it more likely that
women would seek help properly and be safer. The religious Sister attending the PFF told the stories of women in her care who had been
forced to have an abortion, then the woman and her husband were both currently in prison and she asked: ‘who would look after the children?’
(observation, Day 3 PFF, 2016):
It was interesting wasn’t it? Because what became apparent in that discussion is that ... very many of those who spoke
against the inclusion of that clause in the document, were not speaking against the decriminalisation of abortion,
they were speaking against abortion. Sister got that it was about the decriminalisation, not ... not about anything else.
(Interview #28, PFF day 3, Suva 2016)
This indication of no objection from the religious sister addressed the hesitation and allowed the provision to be included in the charter with
no further debate or changes. This discussion in the Charter negotiation was an interesting moment for the Australian women in the room to
not take over the debate but to let the Pacific women lead the debate. As one participant stated:
All I did was say to her, “Well Sister, you have to say that out loud. You can’t just say it to us.” So ... she sort of demurred a
bit, but I just asked the person with the microphone to come over and gave it to her, and then she made her intervention,
which was just ... so timely, you know, and beautiful. It was more to say, “Say what you’re saying to the broader group,
you can make a contribution.” Once I know that she wasn’t going to go the other way. (Interview #28, Melbourne 2017)
This was an important moment for Australian women to not participate in the discussion. There is a religious culture in the Pacific that the
largely secular Australian women could not bulldoze over the top of and had to be come to by the Pacific women themselves. At that point
it was for the Pacific women to lead that discussion themselves.
In relation to the deliberations on decriminalisation of LBT and the legal recognition of the third gender, in order to find a strategic path to
a shared vision, the draft wording changed from asserting it to be the main focus to just one of the focuses of advocacy which appeased
concerns in the room. This strategic coming together for the project of Pacific feminism is a way of making sense of the different aspects of
the movement which were still able to find agreement in the embodiment of the Charter. The other points were uncontroversial with only
some minor tinkering on words. There was applause and hand shaking at the conclusion of the Charter. Song and music and protest and
action songs as shown in Figure 2 rounded off the day and closed the forum.

Figure 2: Celebrating the endorsement of the Charter with song and dance
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3.3. Strategies for Tackling Marginalisation: Forging Links for a Shared Platform for Advocacy
Scholars have written on internal and external inclusion in social movements and also on the value of difference without imposing exclusion
(Young, 2002). ‘Out-groups’ and ‘in-groups’ identified in the literature were certainly observable at the forum. The in-groups were the
organising committee who knew everyone or knew people from working globally. The out-groups were the first-time attenders at a feminist
civil society space, the non-Pacific islanders (for example Australians), those who didn’t say much, weren’t on any panels, didn’t ask questions
or make comments. Staff from one of the leading organisers Diverse Voices and Action for Equality (DIVA) for Equality Fiji formed a definite
in-group. Not all women have the same concerns and so do not necessarily have a collective identity or a basis or agenda for action.
To limit the risk of seeing only differences, and to highlight what diverse women had in common to forge links, the trans women were included
from the outset of the PFF. This created personal links in light of a recognition that some participants indicated they had not had much
interaction with trans women previously. The trans women took a performative role at the PFF, leading song and performance, often in drag.
This highlighted the visibility of the trans activities at the forum. This appeared to be a deliberative strategy as part of the programming. The
inclusion of trans rights and sexual orientation rights has been contentious at a global level (participant observation CSW 2015) so I wanted
to understand if the willingness to include LBT was greater at the regional level. To understand this further I looked into literature on the use
of creativity to turn a negative into a positive. Scholars have indicated that ‘social creativity attempts to develop strategies whereby a social
identity seen as negative is seen more positively’ (Colgan & Ledwith, 2000, p. 3). For example, the organising committee prepared several
performances in drag for two occasions – opening night and closing night. They were entertaining and passionate but also spoke to the issues
of inclusion, rejections, non-binary representations of gender, and many of the participants may have never seen a drag performance before.
The repeat of several of the songs on the closing night gave them the status of an unofficial anthem, and a Tongan trans activist took on a
leadership status as a result of her performances. This challenged any sense of an out-group and transformed relationships by cementing the
trans women very clearly into the centre of the feminist project which for some participants was new. As one interviewee explained:
Coming back from the Pacific feminist forum, I guess that’s the first feminism forum that I attended, and I guess that also
the first body that look into feminism and also women’s human rights and other human rights like ... I can’t remember the
name. Fe-men. Yeah. Lesbians and ... [trans]. This, I guess the PFF is the first forum that discussed this (Interview #34,
December 2016).
Another participant said:
I don’t feel uncomfortable in the space of, what do you call it, transgender, or the lesbians, or the gays. I don’t feel
uncomfortable in their space. I have a lot of respect for them (Interview #15, Day 3 PFF, Suva 2016).
This latter participant came from an older generation, a religious perspective and a cultural perspective and yet respected the inclusion of
trans women and indeed as this quote reflects saw it as their ‘space’.
To promote the acceptance of the collective framing of the group as Pacific feminists the organisers of the PFF gave t-shirts to every
participant. This had the effect of creating quickly as sense of a group as a whole identity, as well as showing the diversity of that identity
through the diversity of its wearers. This use of the term that some expressed was a new way of thinking about themselves and their activities
politicised its use on t-shirts and promotional material as it prompted its acceptance as reflective of their identity and activities and also to
provoke discussion about it as a potential common identity.
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The participants from various Pacific islands I have interviewed are active, engaged and wanting to learn more about feminism and speak
up about women’s rights. For example, in reaction to participants at the PFF embracing the label ‘Pacific feminist’ she commented on the
changes this heralded. She spoke of a time before the forum where she felt able to identify herself as a feminist, and to speak up whereas
previously she had felt that this would have been received with shock and a sense she was going too far:
I can wear my Pacific feminist t-shirt in [my island] - these forums find ways to speak up whereas before it was ‘whoa’
(author note: expressing surprise or shock) (Interview #19, PFF).
This suggests the benefits to confidence when attending regional forum as women feel that a network supports them and gives them a
voice (interviews #20 and #19). The T-shirt is also a powerful way of making a claim of identifying as a feminist as a part of the wider group
of Pacific feminists without reliance just on voice but on the power of image and collective attire for identity negotiation. This is a crucial
point also emphasised in the literature on appearance management in identity (see for example (Freitas et al., 1997)). Having an enduring
item also permits building this project identity and is a tangible symbol providing continuity after the forum with the t-shirt continuing to be
worn. Figure 3 shows the t-shirt issued at the Forum to be worn to generate a ‘project identity’ of ‘Pacific feminist’. This type of identity makes
participants put concerns for immediate and prudent action above worries over reaching agreement (Bang, 2009).

Figure 3: Pacific Feminist Forum T-Shirt, source: PFF Facebook, 3 May 2018
Two critical points unveiled in my empirical field work were (i) Pacific activists for gender equality might not call themselves feminists and (ii)
advocacy on women’s rights, human rights and gender equality was found to be happening regardless of what is what being called. In addition,
Pacific feminists – even when calling themselves ‘feminists’ – are not suggesting they import a ‘western-style’ feminism (that is one that is not
sufficiently intersectional, without attention to race, colonial or other cultural contexts and focused on individual empowerment rather than
collective agency) (Amos & Parmar, 1984; Dosekun, 2015; Zimmerman, 2015). Rather they are creating their own identity of ‘Pacific feminist’.
This was borne out in interviews where I asked ‘are you a feminist?’ and ‘what does it mean?’. Several did not engage with that word but still
affirmed that they worked for women’s empowerment or gender equality:
To say that it’s a western imposition, you don’t have to accept that that’s the case because each of the countries we’re
working in has a strong women’s movement and we’re supporting those women to make the claims against their
government (Interview #33).
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As part of my interviews I was careful not to assume we had a common understanding of words. I was alert that in my mid-forties I am now
an older feminist and could not assume that one feminism was the same another. In response to the question ‘Are you a feminist?’, the young
women did not embrace this term readily. In the opinion of the focus group people working at a grassroots level do not understand the term
feminism (Young Women focus group Suva 2016). They explained they were not feminist but believed in gender equality:
We are Christian women and embrace our role as women of God, we submit to our husband. We are not radical
feminists, but we do advocate for gender equality (Focus group #1, Suva, 2016).
As another check to my language I asked young women in a focus group in Fiji if there was such a notion of a ‘Pacific sisterhood’? They replied:
Sisterhood means being able to come to safe spaces and discuss issues affecting us and to be comfortable with that
group. We can share secrets and have bonding in that space with the group. Accept whatever background – religious
or life or disability – and be able to share problems and help how we can – we can give positive ideas to help. (Focus
group 1, Suva).
The young women believed they shared the same issues, for example: ‘marriage’, ‘culture’, ‘pressure to be married by 25 or missing out’, being
‘looked down upon’, ‘patriarchy’, ‘not heard because young and opinion not valid because not much experience’, and repeatedly being told
that their ‘place is in the kitchen’ (Focus Group #1 Suva 2016). It was interesting to note that the trans women at the PFF also expressed
frustration at being told their place was in the kitchen (observation of discussion in opening session on day 1 in the barriers and hurdles
discussion at PFF).
The focus group discussions revealed that not everyone in the group of young women used the term feminism to describe their efforts, and
to some participants it was a new term. As a focus of their collective activity for gender equality they are pushing for what might be conceived
of as ‘feminist’ issues even when they do not name them as such, including more leadership roles –as they acknowledged that this can be a
problem with elder respect customs and older women not making space for younger women to lead. This revealed that even when they did
not find the label feminist resonated with them personally, their efforts were still in common with others at the PFF. In fact, one focus group
member attended the closing event of the PFF and sat with me and I later saw a photograph of her wearing the ‘Pacific feminist’ T-shirt,
suggesting she might have started to recognise the alignment in views and/or strategically adopted a common identity.
The PFF was described in the program as having been designed as a prompt ‘to find a new lens’ as participants were encouraged to come
open to new ideas (Pacific Feminist Forum Program, 2016). A young woman from a low-lying atoll at the frontline of climate change said:
Feminist is still a word that is still evolving with our changing lifestyles and perceptions of society. Being vulnerable to
climate change changes me as a feminist to see the world from a difference lens (Pre-forum statement (source; PFF
Facebook, accessed 3 May 2018).
A young woman and carer for her mother with a disability said:
Feminism is a new idea to me, I don’t know as much as should like to. Me attending this forum is a milestone to learn and
perhaps have a change of perspective (Interview #21, November 2017).
This young woman was open to being exposed to feminist concepts and showed a willingness to change her perspective which is a key feature
of a deliberative engagement.
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3.4 The Emergence of Pacific Feminism as a Project Identity
The concept of collective identity has been ‘used extensively by social movements scholars to explain how social movements generate and
sustain commitment and cohesion between actors over time’ (Flesher Fominaya, 2010, p. 393).
Melucci considers collective action as a process rather than as an end (Melucci, 1996). This observation of the process of forming a collective
for action at the PFF also demonstrated the process by which diverse voices were heard and included. The deliberative mat practice for
example gave rise to multiple experiences and voices but also pushed others to reflect on what they had heard and to listen and engage with
the different perspectives. I observed that a collective identity was formed through the process of deliberation – giving a deliberative agency
to voices who have a stake in the outcome but who are sometimes marginalised in the presented of ‘women’s interests’.
The classic conceptions of collective identity did not quite capture what I was observing. To find what was keeping and bringing Pacific
feminists across diversity together I explored the lesser used conception of ‘project identity’ to see if it was an apt description for what I
observed at the PFF. It occurred to me that it was apt to use this concept as a lens as they come together for the duration but then can return
to their individual organisational identity. This explains why the PFF is a loose alliance of strategically diverse feminists enabling multiple
organisations to participate as part of the PFF or separately can be described as building a ‘project identity’. The PFF observation mirrored
what Melucci says is the need for a degree of emotional investment which enables individuals to feel part of a common unity. This he
argues cannot be reduced to cost benefit analysis as endowed with emotions as well. (Melucci, 1996, p. 71) However I see there is a strategic
calculation which does play a part when you’re facing silencing, backlash, that is, the need to act swiftly and grow the movement.
The concept of a project identity has most recently been used in organisational studies. For example, in a recent study, project identity was
seen as a useful lens for articulating a joint vision for collaborative project identity and note that it is ‘crucial to understand the mechanisms
and activities that develop and maintain a collaborative project identity in project alliances’ (Hietajärvi & Aaltonen, 2018, p. 1). There they saw
the concept as useful for examining the development of shared interests and goals, with values and practise central to self-image (Hietajärvi &
Aaltonen, 2018, p. 1). It is relevant to my research due to its focus on temporary settings and how collective project identity is constituted. As
the PFF came together for a short time only, it necessitated a temporal identity formation. As scholars have identified that the development
of identification-based trust is extremely challenging where groups are new to working together and wish to move beyond conflicting agendas
(Hietajärvi & Aaltonen, 2018, p. 4) this underscores the importance of what the PFF was able to achieve.
The temporary coming together to build a Pacific Feminist Charter can yield insights when analysed in terms of building a project
identity. What do we see when we use project identity as a lens for understanding expressions of multiple identities coming together
through a collective processes of identity formation and social solidarity? Scholars have written of instances when social movements can
have simultaneously a collective and individual identity without losing sight of either. This was evident at the PFF as participants came
from their own organisations but also belonged to the bigger grouping. Identities are a source of both conflict and empowerment and
the PFF navigated this tension (Hetherington, 1998, p. 49). It is an empirical reflection of the findings in existing literature that identity
politics are about making space for oneself, of finding one’s place (Hetherington, 1998). This can be applied to the PFF activities as
they face shrinking spaces and exclusion elsewhere (Bhagwan Rolls, 2017a, b). In their own created spaces, issues of exclusion and
inclusion can be discussed and redressed. A close look at the politics of the inclusion of trans women by the PFF reveals the creation
of a changed perception by others as insider rather than a perception as outsider through deliberate participation alongside:
I think you saw that sort of changed, just at PFF, with you know, different individuals getting up and saying, “I’ve never
considered the issues for trans, or gender-diverse people.” You know, like our Solomons partners talked about that to me,
and also with a sort of... commitment saying that they will go and seek to find groups within ... Solomons. A bit harder for
PNG, but ... You know that ... I think it always changes around personal engagement and relationships, and then ... sort of
trust, and confidence, and awareness of issues. If you have that ... and if you share principles and values, then ... you can
sort of see that alignment (Interview #28 with PFF attendee, Melbourne, March 2017).
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This inclusion was enhanced by establishing categories of belonging as Pacific feminist – staying away from terms such as woman, and
women’s movement (so as not to be trans-exclusionary). Scholars have identified that it is through a relationship that a semblance of unity
is established (Hetherington, 1998, p. 127). This is why having trans-inclusion at the centre of the PFF project rather than at the margins of
the feminist project – where they have often been pushed to sit globally (Browne, 2009; Scott-Dixon, 2006)3 or have had their rights left off
altogether (participant observation CSW 2015, interview #20 & #38) – was successful in incorporating the multiple agendas into the Charter.
As was flagged in my interviews, some interesting potential intra-group power relations might have arisen between trans women vs cis
women, young women vs old women, religious women vs secular women, women from Fiji vs other Pacific women, Indo Fijian vs iTaukei
(indigenous) Fijian, Pacific women vs Australian women (Interview #20, 34, 28). Despite this potential, due to the time residing and sharing
together and forum design, there was evidence of a coming together over the days of the forum, with a putting aside the differences for the
purposes of strategically agreeing to a focused way forward through the Charter. Indeed scholars on identity and diversity such as Colgan
and Ledwith (2000, p. 2) say that identity is developed and sustained through group support and solidarity and self-perception as an activist
feeds further activity. Interviews and observation confirmed that group identification grew when a person recognised she had ideas, feelings,
interests and characteristics in common with others in the group and could see the potential for collective action:
Sisterhood existing already. Melanesian ones, stronger than others. I am Melanesian and I have a strong link – not sure
if the others are connecting the same. Fiji, Solomon Islands and PNG do come together. There is no forum specifically
for Melanesian women. They do connect and participate at meetings in the Pacific. Melanesians relate as pidgin makes
communication easier if they don’t understand English. This creates an alliance (Interview # 19).
For the purposes of forming an alliance, the Pacific women formed a strategic ‘project identity’. One leader described this as “No permanent
enemies, no permanent allies, only permanent interests”4 . Although the term ‘feminist’ is used in the title of the forum, forum participants
suggest that the term ‘feminism’ is not a familiar term or one they readily identify with or would be understood by grassroots women (focus
group #1, interview #21).
Feminism is a new term in Kiribati, and it’s really, really a concept that people think it’s undermining men’s role, men’s
rights in our traditional culture, so when you tell people that you are feminist, you are on fire. They will see you as a
tomboy. They will see you as a divorced person or a single person. They will see you as a deviant person because you are
not complying with the expected norms, women’s norms, within our traditional culture (Interview #34).
At the PFF diverse Pacific women chose to come together under the umbrella ‘Pacific feminist’, even though my interviews suggested that
the term ‘feminism’ is a new one for many Pacific women. The boundaries of this new identity were constructed by deliberations for a Charter
setting out what it means to identify as a Pacific feminist.

3 https://www.huffingtonpost.com/isaac-fornarola/are-feminism-and-the-tran_b_8882764.html accessed 3.5.18.
4 This is taken from an Fiji activist, leader of the PFF’s email signature attributed to S.Alinsky but more commonly attributed to Lord Palmerston.
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4. THE CHARTER AS A FORMAL OUTCOME GROUNDING A COMMON PLATFORM
A concrete outcome from the PFF was the creation of a Charter for Pacific Feminists. What can we can learn from it as an illustration of the
practical creation of a platform for a shared vision stemming from the participation of a diversity of actors at a regional structured forum?
The Charter creation process brought differences under the spotlight. The Forum concluded with the signing of the Charter, a document to
act as a platform of action for change for Pacific feminists. Despite their differences in experience, age, sexuality, ability, location and nation,
participants were able to focus on their strategic interests together to bridge their differences. Feminist activist reaction to the process and
conclusion of the Charter covered the importance of including diverse voices and its benefit in providing a way forward for young feminists
(observation Day 3 PFF closing). Activists from around the Pacific had input into the Charter including those representing the Fiji Women’s
Rights Movement, Haus of Khameleon, Diverse Voices and Action (DIVA) for Equality, and Pacific Young Women Leadership Alliance.
The intention of this moment of coming together with a shared vision was described as communicating the way Pacific feminists are reshaping and re-defining freedom and solidarity in a manner that is inclusive yet also acknowledging and respecting diversities (observation
Day 3 PFF closing, Suva November 2016). The organisers saw the Charter as able to chart a course for a new inclusive future where faith and
feminism and culture can come together:
we can weave together feminism, faith and culture like a beautiful pandanus mat. (Alisi Rabukawaqa, Fiji)5
In building the Charter for Pacific feminism actors resisted the imposition of western feminism and allowed for many different feminisms
(plural). I saw that the design and practice of the Pacific Feminist Forum did give space for feminisms (plural) and that some areas still had to
be worked through by some participants, with some cultural and religious reservations previously mentioned.
The adoption of a Pacific Charter was the subject of negotiations before finding a common platform about the way forward for feminists in
the Pacific (see figure 4 below). The draft was circulated on day 1 having been drafted by the forum’s steering committee. Participants were
invited to submit drafting suggestions and additions in a box at the front of the session. This meant the opportunity was inclusive and could be
anonymous if wished. The language of the Pacific feminist charter itself recognises Pacific feminists are diverse and these differences needed
to be reflected in the common platform. It speaks of:
recognition that our strength lies in our diversity, we respect our differences, our journeys as Pacific feminists are diverse,
solidarity based on mutual respect and open discussion of differences. [It aims to] have spaces of power shared across
diversities, escalate and support innovative feminist social organising efforts by all Pacific women. (Pacific Feminist
Forum Charter, 2016)
The Charter tied women’s activism in the Pacific to spirituality with overt recognition of connections of water and land. Songs at the forum
were sung in the Fijian language which assisted in making a recognisably Pacific Islands forum (all other sessions were conducted in English
as a common language).

5 http://www.openforum.com.au/ourtimenow-pacific-feminists-creating-new-spaces-to-talk-and-to-be-heard/ accessed 4/2/19.
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Figure 3: Pacific Feminist Forum T-Shirt, source: PFF Facebook, 3 May 2018
The Charter recognises the diversities of Pacific regional feminists. This is in keeping with the literature which insists that ‘the dynamics
of regional politics in Oceania cannot be reduced to a simple unified position’ (Lawson, 2017, p. 216). Overall, I observed tolerance and a
willingness to cover a breadth of lived experience of Pacific women and trans women giving a broader image of the topic. I observed that the
Charter negotiations were conducted with a willingness to create bonds across difference. For example, following concern about the meaning
of ‘decriminalisation’, the Charter was drafted to include explanatory notes which relieved some of the more concerned participants:
Yeah, it’s really good that they consider all the comments and also it will help us to explain it to the Ministry of Women
and other women who are interested in the move to see that it doesn’t mean that, when the charter talks about abortion,
it talks straight away about getting rid of children. It’s something else. It’s really good (Interview #34, Suva 2016).

5. IMPACT?
The various effects of the Forum have been raised in interviews including information transmission and its importance for building a shared
identification for a ‘strategic sisterhood’:
We need spaces where we can sit together and discuss and get to learn about each other and know this is how we
develop those partnerships (Interview #16).
and collective yet diverse identity formation:
developing partnerships, intersectional identification, open up binaries (Interview #18).
Pacific spaces for feminism are diverse spaces for action, sharing experience to influence ideas, projects and programs. When I asked a young
participant if she as a trans woman felt included in the feminist movement she responded:
Being part of the women’s movement as an activist, I have come to learn a lot about the different capacities that I need
to embody in different spaces. It has been a struggle doing that but I try to embrace and celebrate it. (AustralianAid,
2015)
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This concept of embodying ‘different capacities’ in ‘different spaces’ highlighted to me how alliances can be a strategic decision for the
‘project’, rather than a natural ‘fit’ mandating consensus on all areas and this is what I saw reflected throughout the PFF and the strategic
decisions forming part of the Charter negotiations.
These interviews reveal that diversifying feminism in the Pacific context means inclusion of lesbian and trans women and reconciling faith and
feminism and speaking up for youth voices to be heard even when culture dictates otherwise. Activists can create new spaces hospitable for
views that have been suppressed by the state. Regional spaces are robust arenas for dialogue to diversify feminism. The PFF has the potential
impact of building the numbers of people who will advocate for gender equality and SOGI rights and trans inclusion.
It is important to Pacific feminism that this new space has been created as existing spaces are not as diverse as this one, national governments
are not making progress on sexual orientation and gender identity (SOGI) rights language at CSW (ISHR, 2016), the rate of women’s political
participation in small island developing states is very low (IPU, 2017), and some states have not signed the Convention on the Elimination of
Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW). One interview commented on the differences between this forum and others she had witnessed:
There’s a big difference between the two forums because with the Triennial, it’s a ministerial forum, where it’s a highlevel meeting, where the Women’s Ministers, and also other women’s missionaries, NGOs, they also participating in that
forum. It’s a high-level meeting, but the Feminist Forum, it’s only comprised of feminists around the Pacific Islands. I don’t
see any high-level people or officials in that meeting last month when I attended (Interview # 31).
This highlights the importance behind using the Charter language in the SPC-run Triennial recommendation drafting, using the prepared
platform to try to influence the state leaders who attended the Triennial meeting. The presence at the PFF of the SPC Gender Advisor will
continue this potential or influence.
In terms of specific kinds of learning and support that would be lost if this Forum did not exist, respondents suggested movement building,
sustainability, self-care support and solidarity, being exposed to diversity:
It was a good personal experience for those who participated, in terms of networking, reinforcement of ... ideologies and
thinking, some opening up to new areas of thinking. Making that sort of need for reinforcement to be in a group, to share
some of the personal challenges (Interview #28).
Digital PFF spaces serve as a useful follow up for information sharing but face-to-face forums such as the Pacific Feminist Forum are
important as physical meetings build the relationships and trust initially. The absence of further face-to-face forums in the future may diminish
the impacts that the movement is having as there are some very active Pacific women but they need to ensure the younger Pacific women
are active now and also have their capacity built to sustain the action into the future. A small group of women cannot cover all the forums
worldwide that need the input of Pacific feminist civil society. This work is often tiring, emotional, dangerous and this sentiment opened
the forum with a recognition that it was being held on Human Rights Defenders day, remembering people who had lost their lives (Pacific
Feminist Forum Program, 2016). The Pacific Feminist Forum now created is part of the sustainability story – as its own entity, with its own
agency. It is able to act and influence as an informal institution which can begin to influence change, albeit slowly.
These interview comments identify what is perceived as valuable in the new space of the PFF and how to ensure a multiplicity of voices is
included in the context of burgeoning Pacific feminist alliances amongst civil society actors.
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6. LESSONS LEARNT ABOUT THE PFF AS A SPACE
What can a focus on this new space teach us about building alliances and generating shared vision in the Pacific? In this section I assess what
the analysis section suggests regarding building alliances, generating shared vision, and how the findings of the analysis relate to the literature
on feminist alliance-building, the role of regional feminist forums and emergence of feminist civil society in the Pacific.
Research indicates that individuals who identify strongly with a group will be likely get involved in collective action on its behalf (Colgan &
Ledwith, 2000, p. 4). Individuals with weak group identity are more likely to engage in individual action. This distinction was evident when one
compares Scharff’s interviews with young feminists in Europe (Scharff, 2009) to mine with young feminists in the Pacific, and may be a cultural
difference between a western individualism and a Pacific collectivism. One limitation is how many opportunities are there for participants who
want to take collective action to do so between meetings if they are separated by large bodies of water and unreliable internet. Momentum is
important for the maintenance of the movement and yet interviews with respondents say this is difficult once they are back home
You know it will take ages to move things forward (Interview # 36).
I wanted to understand participant perceptions on the significance of the forum as an inclusive space for dialogue across difference. Having
experienced exclusion and silencing, the participants reacted positively to the opening of such a space for Pacific feminists. One participant said:
This space is an important space. It’s bringing women from across the region. At least they can raise their voice at this
forum. (Interview #1, 2016).
Another commented on it as an opportunity to come together:
I think it’s an amazing opportunity, and I commend Fiji Women’s Rights Movement to having created this platform for
not all but some women’s organizations within the region to come together. (Interview #5 30.11.2016)
The benefit of sharing stories was highlighted:
Here to share experiences, stories, women with disability, women’s journey, experience and learn and form coalitions, to
influence ideas, projects and programs, meet, see what works, learn what has been successful. (Interview #8, November
2016)
In one session, Pacific feminists came together to talk about the uncomfortable and silent issues faced by activists across the Pacific. Diverse
women from Fiji, Papua New Guinea, Republic of the Marshall Islands and Solomon Islands sat on the pandanus woven mat to discuss
feminism in the Pacific. Participants named some of the issues:
Feminism is a power,” but when you are excluded, you are prevented from exercising self-determination.(Adi Finau
Tabaukacoro, the General Secretary for the Soqosoqo Vakamarama in Fiji, observation, 28 Nov 2016.)
When we are marching, the scary part is as an LBT (woman) how everyone looks at us…I’ve experienced that every time
(Kini Tinai, mobiliser for Diverse Voices and Action for Equality (DIVA) Fiji)
I continuously thank the trans and women’s movement to give space to talk about our issues. It’s about accepting our
diversity. It’s not wrong being different – it makes us human. (Amaci, Haus of Khameleon, Fiji)
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“It’s hard to speak out because (coming) from a small community you have to watch what you say. People have this perception
that you are promoting sexual activity when you talk about sexual and reproductive human rights. Confrontation with family
members (has meant that I) have to step back and think about why I am doing this.” (Yoshiko Yamaguchi-Capelle of the
Republic of the Marshall Islands, representing the Pacific Young Women’s Leadership Alliance on the advisory board of
Pacific Women Shaping Pacific Development)
These quotations together suggest that diverse women – trans, lesbian, youth – felt the PFF provided a space for them to raise their issues,
share their stories, feel comfortable to form new alliances in this space, in contrast to their local level where they faced exclusion, fear or
isolation.
How will organisers link the PFF to existing mechanisms and to formal spaces? In order to link the PFF initiative to existing mechanisms, the
Pacific Feminist Charter was presented by the working group members at many other forums.:
•

The Charter was included in participants’ briefs for the first Pacific CSO Organising Mechanism (PACCOM), 2017.

•

PFF working group members FWRM and DIVA were also part of the initial PACCOM working group and part of the drafting of
the PACCOM outcome document, ensuring PFF principles were reflected.

•

At the sixty-first session of the Commission on the Status of Women (CSW61) the Charter was integrated into the We Rise 		
Communications plan for CSW as part of the Publications and Briefs that were represented and presented to women, 		
community, funders and Development Partners.

•

PFF was also mentioned during a South Feminist Knowledge and Sharing side session. The DIVA LBT National Convention
distributed 100 copies of the PFF Charter to participants of the convention.

•

At the 2017 WAVE Partner Workshop in Yangon Myanmar PFF participants presented on the We Rise Coalition and were able
to present the PFF Charter to participants at the workshop.

•

At the Fiji Young Women’s Forum Gender Budgeting Workshop 2017 the PFF Charter was included within the workshop brief for
26 young women from diverse backgrounds across Fiji.

•

At the High-Level Political Forum 2017 New York-the Charter was presented by a panellist during the review of SDG5 “Achieve
gender equality and empower all women and girls”.

•

Additionally, 10 copies of the Charter were distributed to the Haus of Khameleon and Pacific Young Women’s Alliance Yoshika
Yamaguchi in the Marshall Islands for further representation of PFF.

•

The PFF Charter was included at the RMI Women’s Conference in 2017 and the Triennial Event in 2017 in Fiji.6

Respondents also revealed the importance of the trust and safety of spaces created. The Forum was set up as a safe space. A safe space
is defined as a place where anyone can relax and be able to fully express themselves, without fear of being made to feel uncomfortable,
unwelcome, or unsafe due to sex, race/ethnicity, sexual orientation, gender identity or expression, cultural background, religious affiliation,
age, or physical or mental ability. To illustrate, the Safe Space Network describes it as a place where the rules guard each person’s self-respect
and dignity and strongly encourage everyone to respect others (Safe Space Network, 2017). This means that participants were free to express
themselves, share their stories and their truths without fear of repercussions or judgment. This was done by having a closed participant
application process, with the majority of sessions closed to the public and the media throughout the day. Sessions open to the public were

6 Source: FWRM correspondence to researcher 7.8.17.
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clearly labelled as such and lanyards were to be worn at all times so that participants could identify people. The residence was women only.
Trans women were free to be themselves and to speak about their lives and struggles and activism. Daily sessions had a maximum number
of participants who could attend per session to keep a small group where multiple voices could be heard and had the chance to speak. The
Forum comes at a time when sexuality is still a contested topic, so several sessions were closed to the public to enable people to talk freely
and not necessarily be ‘outed’ if they chose not to be – for example in some Pacific countries LBT identity is still seen as a deviance. Part of
the creation of a safe space is how respectfully disagreements are handled. I focused particularly on how the PFF dealt with diversity within
the Pacific feminist movement. The organisers asked participants to open their minds and hearts to new ideas and new ways of interaction
and expression and new concepts and different ways of seeing the world (Pacific Feminist Forum Program, 2016).
Focusing next on the plausibility of a shared vision, and uniting across differences, I asked young women in a focus group in Fiji what ‘sisterhood’
meant to test this language and meaning. They replied:
Sisterhood means being able to come to safe spaces and discuss issues affecting us and to be comfortable with that
group. We can share secrets and have bonding in that space with the group. Accept whatever background (religious) or
life or disability, and be able to share problems and help how we can – we can give positive ideas to help (Focus group
#1, Suva, November 2016)
The young Fijian women in the focus group wanted to start some gender equality programming for other young women in Suva (focus group
Suva 2016). They believed young women had shared issues, and the topics that affect them can be shared, however they cautioned that:
A common vision within the Pacific is possible but there are different cultures, need to scope before can say there is one
Pacific program.(Focus group #1 Suva 2016)
Collectively participants demonstrated a belief that the forum was worthy of their time and expertise and would ground future action. By
setting aside time and space to come together, participants created space to build relationships and increase understanding face to face.
The different ways feminism is understood and enacted in the Pacific reflect a combination of living with culture, lived realities of merging
calls for gender equality with faith, culture, tradition, social norms, and resistance to colonisers frameworks. Scholars have acknowledged that
worldwide much feminist organising is today hidden in plain sight (Ewig and Ferree, 2013) and so it is in the Pacific. Transnational organisations
focusing on feminist issues tend not to use the word ‘feminist’; they frame their concerns as women’s rights, gender policy or social justice
(Interview #33). This is key to remember also in the context of the Pacific.
The same is true for ‘feminist civil society’ in the Pacific context: it might not always be captured in the title, on the website, or in the mission
of an organisation. Some scholars made similar observations in relation to young women not using the label ‘feminist’ to describe their
activities which were also activities used by feminists to achieve gender equality and women’s empowerment. Scholarship on women in UK
and Germany, for instance, found instances where feminism was considered anachronistic and irrelevant to the present or fiercely repudiated
(Scharff, 2009, p. 5). However, whilst my research coincided with Scharff’s, who found most of her research participants in England and
Germany would not call themselves feminist (p5), in contrast the women I interviewed did not reject the term outright but were prepared to
learn more and explore it further (focus group in Fiji 2016). Scharff’s subjects preferred to act independently and autonomously, were unwilling
to identify as feminists, and ‘recoiled in horror’, (p14) or were ‘hostile’ to the idea (p15). Her research found young women found feminism
exclusionary with perception that feminists are white, middle class, middle aged and able bodied (Scharff, 2009, p. 16). This contrasts sharply
with the inherently diverse aspect of Pacific feminists, and the images taken at the PFF all wearing the ‘Pacific feminist’ label on their t- shirts,
displayed in this Paper.
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The language of the Pacific Feminist Forum sessions and Charter makes it clear that there are Pacific-specific feminisms to suit their issues,
problems and culture. A session on feminist and civil society led research on day 2 at the Pacific Feminist Forum noted the importance of
feminists and civil society learning to generate their own research and this was expressed to be a way forward to escape the colonising of
western-funded projects. My empirical work concurs with scholars such as Sadli that each group of feminists has the responsibility to create
its own feminisms ‘appropriate to its own needs’ (Sadli & Porter, 1999, p. 442). There are many feminisms each with its own validity. At the
Pacific Feminist Forum there was Haus of Khameleon, which is a youth and transgender feminist led feminist movement, plus DIVA, which
is a lesbian and trans support organisation. All brought their own agenda but could work across difference with other women’s organisations
to map new journeys and new paths. They worked side by side with more traditional women’s organisations. Part of this push for new paths
included moving to a whole-of-Pacific diverse intersectional involvement.

7 . CHALLENGE OF SUSTAINING ALLIANCES BUILT THROUGH PFF
Beside these positive roles attached to PFF, there were also concerns and limitations as articulated by the participants. A necessary step for
sustaining alliances is reflecting broader Pacific-wide identity. As a first challenge, a review of the participants list in the program confirms that
there was not wider representation for those beyond Fiji, with other countries often represented by just 1 or 2 people. Furthermore, often the
same people appeared repeatedly on panels and speakers were largely drawn from the organising committee:
Since yesterday till today, I haven’t seen a good representation of speakers from the region on the opening of the
panels in the morning. It’s sad. Even right now the sessions that we are having, it’s more Fiji-based organisations that are
speaking. I, for one, I don’t know how and why it’s called a forum for the Pacific because it seems more than we are talking
about the agendas of Fiji (Interview #20).
One interviewee would have liked to have seen more Pacific ways of discussing and deliberating from the outset rather than the one mat
example:
Should use mat more, it is our way, it how we make decisions in the Pacific (Interview #20).
Another interviewee (interview #2) mentioned that there was not full participation from PNG. She commented that many of the speakers
were Suva-based and did not have a grassroots connection but operated from ‘up on high’:
The dancing at the opening ceremony was not Pacific – it was contemporary. PNG is more grassroots based – here
is more up high. Speakers at the PFF are all Suva based. No connection. Speakers are using technical terms. Not full
participation from PNG for that reason. Gifts not accepted in the Pacific way (Interview #20)
However, she was hopeful that things might improve.
She raised concerns about not doing Pacific culture right which she put down to being led by Indo-Fijians not indigenous Fijians. She
expressed concern that the Indo-Fijian didn’t accept a gift from indigenous Kanaks properly. She felt that the indigenous Fijians deliberately
held a kava bowl evening in response, to show traditional culture. The closing did end with a traditional Fijian farewell despite foreigners not
being properly acknowledged onto land at outset.
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The way the gift was received was not Fiji-like. The opening ceremony was done very ... it’s not the Pacific way. When
we’re putting names like Pacific to the forum. When we’re using Pacific, Pacific comes with some of the traditions around
the region. The opening of the ceremony itself wasn’t done the Pacific way. There wasn’t a Kava done. The dancing was
not Fijian. It’s a contemporary performance. That person who did the performance of going up the red ribbon is not very
islander of us because when you have a key-note speaker sitting at the bottom or a chief sitting at the bottom, you don’t
go above the head. You are supposed to ask permission before you go up. (Interview #20).
Instead of being styled Pacific feminist several respondents perceived the PFF as just ‘Fiji-plus’:
Very Fiji centric, not enough representation from other states, same people (Interview #28)
Another respondent said:
The whole thing yesterday with the opening wasn’t very much Pacific-like. That was one thing that I noticed in terms
of our traditions here in the region. A thing that’s called Pacific Feminist Forum, if we’re talking about these things, we
should also show the way or appreciating our diversity in the region and our traditions (Interview #20).
Respondents would like to see the Forum broadened out in future:
The things that I think would be more ... You know, that could be improved in the future, were to actually make it fully
Pacific, not Pacific led by Fiji. That means really investing and making sure there’s money for participation, from much
more broadly across the Pacific (Interview #28).
As a second challenge, some of the participants have said the agenda is being pushed too fast for them to be able to take it to the national
legislatures. For example, Kiribati and Vanuatu are struggling with the inclusion of the LBT and abortion in the Charter as the explained faith
and religious views form the basis for objections to these activities and hamper dialogue about changing them. As one interviewee explained:
It would have been more strategic to have a make- your -own national charter from pre-set pieces rather than a one size
fits all (Interview #34).
Another after being followed up post PFF reported:
As a second challenge, some of the participants have said the agenda is being pushed too fast for them to be able to take it to the national
legislatures. For example, Kiribati and Vanuatu are struggling with the inclusion of the LBT and abortion in the Charter as the explained faith
and religious views form the basis for objections to these activities and hamper dialogue about changing them. As one interviewee explained:
We are working on a lot of the agenda outlined on the Charter and proud to say that the government is doing
great in terms of gender inclusion in climate change, education, disability except for the LGBT which is still a battle.
(correspondence post PFF with Interviewee # 24).
As these interviews reveal, even with a very specific focus on capturing the diversity of the Pacific in its participants, panellists and speakers,
some participants still criticised the PFF as not being done in a diverse truly Pacific-wide way and hoped for future expansion.
A third challenge of sustaining alliances is communication barriers between participants and organisers:
One of the gaps leading to our disconnection is that because we did not hear further. I guess our correspondence was
only coming from Fiji, this makes it difficult to keep everyone in correspondence. (Interview #24).
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However, resources (both people and money) are stretched with more forums following soon after, such as the case of the Pacific Civil
Society Organising Mechanism Dialogue held in early 2017 straight after the PFF. This was then followed a month later by CSW, all of which
involve the same set of actors/representatives from the Pacific. This underscores the importance of growing the numbers and capacity of
more Pacific activists in order to make the actions sustainable.
Another participant indicated that her major problems we are all struggling with are lack of political participation, lack of overseas mission
participation, and lack of funding support to local women groups (Interview #36).
A fourth challenge is how to make a mechanism cut through. Although project identity offers a useful motivation for the participants to
relate to identify with the regional feminist project, a loose collection of people not following the path set via the Charter may fail to achieve
better outcomes for gender equality as was designed. What concrete actions have been taken to implement the Charter and what reporting
back mechanisms have been set up? There was talk at the conclusion of the PFF of it being annual but this was not repeated. In terms of the
creation of a cohort or network, participants have kept in touch via online platforms and several have met up at other meetings such as the
Triennial (Interview #41).
It remains to be seen if the Charter is used. Existing documents such as the Pacific Platform for Action (SPC, 2017) are not used by very many
and Triennial outcome statements are used by even fewer.7 French territories explained that they do not use the Pacific Leaders’ declaration
(PLGED) as it is from the Pacific Islands Forum to which they did not belong (until recently) and documents drawn up by the French do not
reflect their Pacific lived experience. Perhaps the lack of uptake is because these documents were imposed rather than consulted. In contrast
the Charter was deliberated from within them and they had the opportunity to have it reflect their suggestions and voices. As one of the key
organisers explained it will be used to aid stronger and more intersectional Pacific representation at global fora:
We are already working nationally and regionally in Pacific small island states and from a preparatory meeting in Suva last
October, for stronger and Intersectional Pacific small island direct and indirect representation into CSW62. (Noelene
14 Feb 2018, email).
Women participating in the Triennial meeting of Pacific Leaders in 2018 reported that the Charter wording was able to be used as a template
for recommendations for wording choices in the statement to be given to the Pacific Island Leaders for incorporation and guidance. This
was reported as especially useful due to the very short time in which the Pacific feminists had to craft their recommendations having come
together immediately prior to the Triennial (interview #38).
Fiji women have the benefit of being able to do collective work beyond their usual groups as a result of their proximity to one another. This
is evident from Facebook posts of regular meetings and also can be seen in the example of the We Rise collective which is newly active,
with three-quarters of the Collective being co-located in Fiji. The trans women traditionally face exclusion from power structures and are
considered outsiders but here they demonstrated leadership and they reclaimed space. This can be continued by supporting one another
across national boundaries through building stronger networks following coming together at regional forums.
My interviews suggest there are multiple local paths in the way feminism is understood and enacted. In particular, there are three different
significances participants attach to this forum. Firstly, exposure and openness to new terms for those less familiar with feminism. Secondly,
a feeling of inclusion of difference within the movement and thirdly, different women use such initiatives as a prompt to find ‘a new lens’
for their different projects, that is being open to feminism as a concept or trans inclusion. These are powerful outcomes of the strategic
bringing together of diverse alliances. A resolution of the limitations identified has the potential to further strengthen the effectiveness of the
structured forum as a means of affecting gender equality decisions in the Pacific region.

7 PPA review 2017 report (p.8), with CEDAW, Beijing Platform and the Pacific Leaders Declaration on Gender Equality being cited as more useful.
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CONCLUSION
My thesis explores activities in the Pacific region towards collective action to amplify progressive feminist civil society voice. At the outset this
paper asked: what does a micro focus on the case study of the PFF tell us about the capacity of the PFF as a structured forum to generate
shared vision and collective action? The Forum offered a unique opportunity to deepen understanding of a new Pacific regional feminist
alliance being created out of participation in a structured forum and gain further insight into the feminist movement in the Pacific working on
advancing gender equality.
My case study provides significant empirical insights into how the Pacific Feminist Forum acts as a mobilising structure, supporting existing
action and prompting ideas and coalitions for further action. It showed the potential of dialogue across difference to connect particularly
through the emergence of a project identity. The PFF was able to develop a regional project identity for participants (through symbolic and
communicative interactions). The concept of project identity is also consistent with the idea of strategic sisterhood. The development of
such project identity is crucial for building alliances across difference towards a shared agenda and vision for the region. But sustaining these
alliances is a different story: it requires more bottom-up initiatives at different national levels, resources for creating (safe) spaces like PFF to
keep the conversation going, acknowledging intra-cultural differences, intra-group power relations among the groups listed above, pushing
the boundaries of inclusion, and keeping the momentum going in both face-to-face and online settings.
In line with the idea of project identity, my analysis suggests that different levels of acceptance of the term ‘feminism’ did not hinder the
participation of actors at the structured forum nor the development to acceptance of the mechanism of the Charter labelled Pacific Feminist
Charter as the basis for future individual and collective action. This is evidence of the ability to form strategic alliances across difference for
progress without getting bogged down by labelling. For some in the group it was at the heart of their identity and participation, yet for others
in the same group it was something they were still learning about. This was evidence of a ‘project identity’ (Castells, 1997) which I frame here
as an identity formed for the requirements of the moment, without having to be wedded together more permanently or agreeing on every
aspect.
The lack of action by governments and regional institutions to respond to calls to decriminalise sexual orientation and abortion – key issues to
Pacific feminists – can be suggested to be a motivating force behind the establishment of new alliances and informal networks. In the event
that the new regionalism agenda opens opportunities for civil society dialogues with regional institutions, Pacific feminists are organising
strategically, ready to seize the chance to put the views of progressive feminist Pacific island women. An outcome is improved prospects for
alliance building and strategic sisterhood as demonstrated by interviews with women that focus on regional alliances and acting regionally.
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